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Capital Expenditure Plan (CapExPlan) – Introduction 
Capital planning is an essential part of many companies and organizations.  From deciding where to 

allocate funds to following the authorization process and tracking actuals against initial budgets, today 

the majority of organizations and companies still rely heavily on simple spreadsheets and printed 

documents.  CapExPlan removes the obligation to print and sign multiple copies of capital expenditure 

requirements and authorization and streamlines the entire process online, including cost overruns and 

escalations.  In fact, CapExPlan will assist the user from the planning phase right to the post mortem, 

providing valuable tools and guidance during the entire process, so the user can better concentrate on 

working efficiently, not on creating multiple spreadsheets.  

 

The CapExPlan module is oriented towards providing user a tool that can help plan and track capital 

expenditures.  The planning section includes the possibility for the user to start with a capital 
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expenditure budget, over a determined period (1, 2, 3…years), and allow funds to various business units 

as the user wishes, thus creating budgets and forecasts.  The planning stage includes reports on present 

and past expenses (where the money went, how, when).  It also includes the authorization process with 

electronic approval of expenses.  

 

The tracking section includes the following of the expenses; from the moment an expense is authorized 

until the post mortem, to review the success of an expense.  Reports include audits, budget tracking, 

forecast, statistics on return on investment, historical allocation of funds and results, success of post 

mortems, optimization scenarios for best investment model, escalation of authorization process for sub 

project (once an overall expense envelope is approved, sub projects may need to be re-approved), 

project over budget triggers (support, escalation, re-forecasting).  

 

What does the module do?  

 

 CapExPlan can help the user create capital expenditures requests, authorize the process 

according to company or organization policies, track the expense, and conduct post mortems. 

 The authorization process is a complete tool, allowing the users to comment, raise flags, 

approve, block, and follow escalations for extra costs. 

 Create capital expenditures budgets and track them 

 Create envelopes, projects, standalone capital expenditure requests 

 Generate reports on cost, on allocated funds 

 Track progress on numerous items (allocated funds and returns, environmental progress, energy 

savings, and consumption of both budgets and allocated funds) 

 Define corporate or departmental organizational structures 

 Create and define capital expenditure approval policies and limits 

 Define priority levels for capital expenditures and other expenses 

 Define departmental budgets 

 Allocate and assign capital for business units 

 Uses advanced sorting and filtering tools to help you manage your capital expenditures 

 Display a unified dashboard that shows all active capital expenditures and budgets 

 Analyze budgets at the business unit, departmental, or working group level 

 Track ongoing projects 

 Provides various financial calculators and tools including the Payback Period, Internal Rate of 

Return, Return on Investment, and Net Present Value. 

 Calculate amortization 

 Manage complex and detailed charts of accounts 
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Legal Information / Software Terms and Conditions of Use 
ExPlan Suite Terms and Conditions of Use 

 

WHEREAS, the ExPlan Suite of Software, website, database, network, server, machine(s), terminals, and 

forms, shall herein be referred as (“Software”); and, 

 

WHEREAS, the person/machine/network accessing the Software, you, your organization, your 

employees, shall herein be referred as (“User”); and, 

 

WHEREAS, this agreement/document/Terms of Service/Terms and Conditions of Use/Privacy Policy, 

shall herein be referred as (“Agreement”). 

 

1.  Terms of Use 

 

By accessing this Software, the User agrees to be bound by this Agreement; all applicable laws and 

regulations, and agree that the User is responsible for compliance with any applicable local laws.  If you 

do not agree with any of these terms, you are prohibited from using or accessing this site.  Applicable 

copyright and trademark law protect the materials contained in this web site.  

 

2.  Use License  

 

Permission, herein referred as (“License”), is granted to access the Software and materials that are 

explicitly defined as permissible for the User to access.  This is the grant of a license, not a transfer of 

title, and under this License, the User may not:  

 

1. Modify or copy the materials; 

2. Attempt to decompile or reverse engineer any software or component of the Software 

developed by Almiranta Corporation and its agents; 

3. Remove any copyright or other proprietary notations from the Software; or 

4. Transfer the Software to another person/entity/organization/computer or "mirror" the 

materials on any other server. 

 

This license shall automatically terminate if the User, their agents, and/or their employees violate any of 

these restrictions and may be terminated by Almiranta Corporation at any time. 

 

3.  Disclaimer  

 

The Software, provided by Almiranta Corporation, is provided "as is.”  Almiranta Corporation makes no 

warranties, expressed or implied, and hereby disclaims and negates all other warranties, including 

without limitation, implied warranties or conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, 

or non-infringement of intellectual property or other violation of rights.  Further, Almiranta Corporation 
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does not warrant or make any representations concerning the accuracy, likely results, or reliability of the 

use of the Software or otherwise relating to such materials or on any sites linked to this Software.  

 

4.  Choice of Law 

 

This Agreement shall be construed and controlled by the laws of the Province of Quebec of Canada.  Any 

dispute concerning or breach of the terms of this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the 

Province of Quebec and both parties agree to submit to the venue and in personam jurisdiction of any 

provincial court in the Province of Quebec. 

 

5.  Limitations  

 

In no event shall Almiranta Corporation or its suppliers be liable for any damages (including, without 

limitation, damages for loss of data or profit, or due to business interruption,) arising out of the use or 

inability to use the Software provided by Almiranta Corporation, even if Almiranta Corporation or a 

Almiranta Corporation authorized representative has been notified orally or in writing of the possibility 

of such damage.  If the jurisdiction applied to the User does not allow limitations or limitations on 

implied warranties, this clause shall be void; however, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in 

effect.  

 

5.  Revisions and Errata  

 

The software provided by Almiranta Corporation could include technical, typographical, or photographic 

errors.  Almiranta Corporation does not warrant that any of its Software is accurate, complete, or 

current.  Almiranta Corporation may make changes to the Software at any time without notice.  

Almiranta Corporation is not under any obligation to make any commitment to update the materials.  

 

6.  Links  

 

Almiranta Corporation has not reviewed all of the sites linked to its Software and is not responsible for 

the contents of any such linked site.  The inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by Almiranta 

Corporation of the site.  Use of any such linked web site is at the User's own risk.  

 

7.  Software Agreement Modifications  

 

Almiranta Corporation may revise this Agreement for its Software at any time without notice.  By using 

this Software, the User agrees to be bound by the then current version of this Agreement.  
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Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The GUI is an interface that provides a series of menus, settings, reports, graphs, and charts to calculate 

and provide information to the user regarding capital expenditure planning, actualization, and approval; 

budget creation, comparison, and tracking; generation of reports including but not limited to actual vs. 

forecasts and post mortems on the result of each capital expense and budget item. 

 

File 
The File menu contains common system functionality. 

 

 
File Menu 

 

Print 
Opens the system print dialog and prints the contents of the screen. 
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Print Dialog 

 

General Settings 
Contains settings and the preferences enabling the user to customize their experience, grant/deny 

access to subordinates, etc. 
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General Settings 

 

Auto-Save Feature 

Ongoing changes made will be saved instantly and automatically when the auto save feature is enabled.  

The auto save feature makes it so that the system saves every time a user changes a single field.  If 

disabled, the user must manually click a button to save the data that they have inputted. 

 

General Settings 

This section contains information specific to the configuration of CapExPlan.  The user may set financial 

options, their organizational structure (required for capital expenditure approval), and capital 

expenditure approval policies. 

 

Default Settings 

This section is where the user can make changes to their CapExPlan financial configuration.  Here the 

user may change the default currency, currency precision, etc.  
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General Settings 

 

Business Unit Permissions 

This enables the user to simulate the permissions of a sub-account to verify that the user can or cannot 

access things that they should or should not. 

 

Cost of Capital 

The discount rate or required return necessary for a project before management will consider approving 

it.  If the IRR returns a percentage lower than the cost of capital, the project will not be submitted for 

approval. 

 

In finance, discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis is a method of valuing a project, company, or asset using 

the concepts of the time value of money.  All future cash flows are estimated and discounted to give 

their present values (PVs) — the sum of all future cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, is the net 

present value (NPV), which is taken as the value or price of the cash flows in question. 

 

Source:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discounted_cash_flow#Discount_rate 

 

Fiscal Year Start 

This is the start month and day of the corporate fiscal year. 

 

Permitted Currencies 

The list of currencies that will appear as options on any currency drop-down menu. 

 

Default Currency 

This is the default currency.  In addition, the currency may be changed inside of each component. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discounted_cash_flow%23Discount_rate
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Currency Precision 

This sets the level of precision grouped in blocks of three digits.  For example, if the value is $1,000,000, 

and the user sets the precision level to $1,000; the output will display $1,000, which will represent 

$1,000,000.  This will also be reflected in the numerical legend at the top of each report (e.g., all 

numbers are represented in thousands). 

 

Max % Over Budget 

If an expense exceeds this percentage over the amount approved, then it must be re-approved adhering 

to the approval policies in place. 

 

Date Format 

The date format enables the user to specify the order in which the month, day, and year appear.  In the 

United States of America, the default date format is ‘MM-DD-YYYY’.  In Europe, it is ‘DD-MM-YYYY’. 

 

Organization Structure 

The Organizational Structure, or Organizational Chart, is a chart that shows the management level of 

each division/department/business unit of the organization.  The Organization Structure typically starts 

with either the Board of Directors/executive positions at the top and front-line workers at the bottom.  

In between are different levels of employees and management. 

 

 
Organization Structure 

 

Customize Boxes 

This opens a pop-out dialog box that enables the user to change the size of the organization boxes and 

font sizes.  To test, the user may enter a brief text value into the input box located in the lower-right 

area of the pop-out box. 
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Zoom 

The vertical zoom control is a slider that enables the user to magnify as they slide the bar up, or zoom 

out if they slide the bar down. 

 

Edit 

To edit, the user must click on the gray area within the box.  The edit is a pop-out dialog box that 

enables the user to edit, in detail, various aspects of the selected unit within the organizational chart. 

 

Edit 

This tab enables the user to modify the visual details of the unit that they have selected from the 

organizational chart. 

 

Unit Name 

This is the name of the business unit.  It will be displayed on the organizational chart. 

 

Type 

This is the organizational type of the business unit.  Valid options are sector, group, business unit, 

division corporate office, department, section, portfolio, subsidiary, or head office. 

 

If the user’s organization is a small business with a non-professional (non-departmental) management 

structure, they may use the top level (company) as their active business unit. 

 

Update this Unit Button 

This button saves the data that the user has inputted. 

 

Add New Child 

This tab is where the user can create a child element that is, in the hierarchy, below the  

 

Unit Name 

This is the name of the business unit.  It will be displayed on the organizational chart. 

 

Type 

This is the organizational type of the business unit.  Valid options are sector, group, business unit, 

division corporate office, department, section, portfolio, subsidiary, or head office. 

 

Add this Child Button 

This button saves the data that the user has inputted. 
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Delete 

The user may delete a business unit using this tab. 

 

Caution!:  This will also delete every child element associated with this business unit. 

 

Delete this Business Unit Button 

This button removes the business unit and all of its children from the organization chart and then 

refreshes it. 

 

Caution!:  Deleting a business unit causes any approvers of that business unit and children of that 

business unit will be lost as well.  Proceed with caution! 

 

Custom Views 

This enables the user to create, for printing, another organization chart that starts at the selected parent 

element.  All children of that element will be included in the organization chart; however, parents of 

that element will not and nor will parallel business units. 

 

Create Printable Tree with this Unit as the Head Unit Button 

This button creates the new printable organization chart. 

 

Approval Policies 

In large companies, approvals for capital expenditures must be sought after by several people along the 

corporate hierarchy depending upon the amount of capital requested and urgency.  Therefore, in this 

section, the user may specify which approvers are required for each division for each amount. 
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Approval Policies 

 

Working Example:  An organization has approval limits set at: 

 

$500,001 and above Chief Executive Officer 
$500,000 – $100,001 Executive Vice-President 
$100,000 – $10,001 Business Unit Director 
$10,000 - $5,001 Group Manager 
$5,000 and below Department Manager 
 

If the user wants to request a capital expenditure allocation for $7,000, they would have to get the 

approval of the Department Manager and the Group Manager.  The amount is too low to get the 

approvals of the Business Unit Director and their supervisors.  If the Department Manager approves, 

then the request is forwarded to the Group Manager for approval.  If the Department Manager refuses, 

the request is denied at that stage and does not progress up the chain of command. 

 

Modify the Organization Structure Link 

This navigates the user to the [Organizational Structure] tab. 

 

Job Title 

This is the title and position of the person whose signature is required for the approval of capital 

expenditures for the given value. 

 

Employee Assigned to Position 

This field is the name of the employee whose signature is required for the approval of capital 

expenditures for the given amount. 
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Approval Limit 

This is the upper monetary limit that they are allowed to approve capital expenditures for. 

 

Approval Order 

This is an iterative list starting with the lower ranked employees having the lowest value and the higher 

ranked employees with the larger values. 

 

Add New Approver 

This adds a blank row so that the user may input another approval level or approving personnel. 

 

Sector / Group / Division 

This section is a hierarchical breakdown of all of the levels within the organization chart and enables the 

user to specify different groupings of approvers. 

 

Note:  There might be some overlap of approving personnel. 

 

Priority Levels 

The user or others may assign priority levels to the capital expenditures.  These priority levels have no 

bearing on calculations performed in this program; however, they give management an idea of how 

important an item is. 

 

 
Priority Levels 

 

Priority Name 

This is the name of the priority level. 

 

Description 

This is a description of the priority level. 
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Order 

This iterative index displays in ascending order each priority level. 

 

Add Priority Button 

This saves the data that the user has inputted and creates a new priority level. 

 

Chart of Accounts 

The chart of accounts is a complete list of all accounts inputted into the system for the organization.  

Currently, all sub-accounts of the subscriber may see all accounts if they have access to the page.  The 

user may also add additional accounts or import accounts from a spreadsheet. 

 

 
Chart of Accounts 

 

Current Accounts 

The chart of accounts is a complete list of all accounts inputted into the system for the organization.  

Currently, all sub-accounts of the subscriber may see all accounts if they have access to the page.   

 

 
Current Accounts 

 

Show Accounts 

This drop-down toggles the filtering of accounts listed in the context section. 

 

Delete Button 

This deletes existing accounts. 

 

NOTE:  You may only delete accounts that do not have any allocation in them. 
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Edit Button 

This button enables the user to edit limited account information such as the name, family of accounts, 

etc. 

 

User Management 

In these sections, the user may configure their account and associated accounts.  Subscription 

management must be done via the webpage. 

 

 
My Account Basic Information 

 

My Account Basic Information 

In this section, the user may adjust their basic account information such as name, e-mail address, 

contact numbers, and address. 
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My Account Basic Information 

 

E-mail Address 

This is the e-mail address that Almiranta may contact the user through and will additionally act as the 

user’s login ID. 

 

Notice:  It is VERY IMPORTANT to keep the e-mail up-to-date, because if you lose your password, we 

will send you a new one at this address. 

 

Name 

This is the subscriber’s full name.  This must be a person and not an organization. 

 

Company Name 

If the subscriber represents a company, they may specify the name of the organization here. 

 

Phone 

This is the landline number of the user. 

 

Fax 

This is the user’s fax number. 

 

Cell 

This is the user’s cellphone number. 
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Current Password 

The user may use this field to change their password.  If the user chooses to specify a new password, 

they must enter. 

 

New Password 

If the user wants to change their password, they can do so using this line.  If the user prefers to keep 

their existing password, they should leave this and the following field blank. 

 

IMPORTANT!:  The password MUST be a combination of letters, numbers, symbols, and capital letters 

and must be at least eight (8) characters long. 

 

Confirm New Password 

If the user decided to change their password in the preceding field, they must also enter the exact same 

password in this field as well. 

 

Update Password Button 

Clicking this will update the saved password with the password that the user has entered in the two 

fields preceding this one. 

 

Address 

This is the mailing address of the user. 

 

City 

This is the city/municipality that the user is located. 

 

State/Province 

(If applicable)  This is the state/province that the user is located. 

 

Zip/Postal Code 

This is the zip code/postal code for the address that the user is located. 

 

Country 

This is the country that the user is located. 

 

Attached Accounts 

The user has the ability to create employee accounts that can access the same data as the user (based 

on a permission system).  In this section, the user may manage their employee accounts and enable 

them to access various components of the program that they believe they should have access to. 
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Attached Accounts 

 

Delete Account 

This will delete an attached account (employee). 

 

Edit Permissions 

This opens the permission list and allows the user to select which permissions that attached account 

may utilize. 

 

Attach New Account 

On this screen, the user may add additional attached accounts.  Attached accounts are sub-accounts 

that the user can create to grant access of specific components to the attached account. 

 

 
Attach New Account 

 

E-mail Address 

This is the e-mail address of the employee. 
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Business Unit Permissions 

This level of access in the business unit hierarchy is what the user may interface. 

 

Job Title 

This is the job title of the employee’s position. 

 

Name 

This is the name of the employee. 

 

Use My Info 

Checking this box populates the fields on this form with the information of the administrative user. 

 

Company 

This is the company of the employee.  This might be different if the employee is a part of a subsidiary 

company to which the user is a member of the parent company. 

 

Phone 

This is the phone number of the employee (either business landline or personal mobile). 

 

Fax 

This is the employee’s fax number. 

 

Cell 

This is the employee’s mobile number. 

 

Address 

This is the employee’s address (either company or personal). 

 

City 

This is the city that the employee is located. 

 

State/Province 

This is the state/province that the employee is located. 

 

Zip/Postal Code 

This is the zip code/postal code of the address that the employee is located. 

 

Country 

This is the country that the employee is located. 
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Attached Accounts Module Permissions 

Here the super user may specify access permissions to subordinate accounts (sub-users).  They may 

grant the sub-account read-only access or full control.  The super user will always have full control for 

every component. 

 

 
Attached Accounts Module Permissions 

 

Select User 

This brings up a list of sub-accounts that the super user may choose to modify the access permissions. 

 

Change User 

This brings up a list of sub-accounts that the super user may choose to modify the access permissions. 

 

No Access 

This prevents access, and often visibility, to the indicated component. 

 

Read-Only Access 

This provides access to only view, but not add, edit, or delete data for the indicated component. 

 

Full Control 

This provides unlimited access to the indicated component. 
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Save Permissions 

If auto-save is disabled, clicking on this button will save all of the changes to the permission list for the 

given user into the system. 

 

GUI Customization 

In this section, the user may customize different aspects of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) to suit 

their needs.  Employees may also customize their attached accounts to the function that they have 

access. 

 

Quick Links 

The quick links are located on the left side of the screen and provide a quick method to access various 

components in the module.  The quick links list can consist of up to 10 links. 

 

 
GUI Customization – Quick Tools 

 

Available Links 

This list consists of shortcuts that the user may add to the quick links bar located to the upper-left of the 

content area. 
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Selected Links 

This list consists of the active shortcut links that appear on the quick links bar located to the upper-left 

of the content area.  The quick links menu supports up to 10 links. 

 

Recently Removed 

This list consists of items that were recently removed from the selected links list by the user. 

 

Revert to Default Menu 

This toggle reverts the quick links list on the left back to the factory default settings. 

 

Tool Bar 

This controls the shortcuts that appear on the quick bar.  The quick bar is the horizontal row of icons 

that is below the dropdown menus in the content area. 

 

 
GUI Customization – Tool Bar 

 

Disable Toolbar 

This disables the quick bar (located immediately above the content area) and hides it from view. 

 

Default Toolbar 

This returns the quick bar back to the factory default settings. 

 

Custom Toolbar 

This radio option enables the customization of the quick bar. 

 

Current Toolbar 

These icons/shortcuts currently appear on the quick bar. 
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Available Icons 

The user can add these icons/shortcuts to the quick bar. 

 

Login / Logout 
If the user is not logged in, the option is given either to register/create an account or to log in using their 

existing e-mail address and password.  If they are logged in, this will immediately log them out and clear 

their browser session. 

 

Close 
This will close the active window or tab. 

 

Work 
The work menu contains a set of flexible capital expenditure tools that enable the user to create, 

manage, and analyze budgets; create and submit capital asset requests for capital expenditures; 

approve existing capital asset requests; track capital expenditures, and evaluate their organization’s 

investment options. 

 

 
Work Menu 

 

Budget 
After a capital asset request has been approved for a capital expenditure, the user might create a 

budget so that they can track the items consumed as part of the capital expenditure.  Additionally, the 
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user may monitor departmental budgets throughout the organization to ensure efficiency and proper 

use of funds. 

 

Create Budget 

In this section, the user may create a budget.  The budget may be consumed by capital expenditures, 

major expenses, or minor expenses.  Each business unit must be allocated a budget before they may 

utilize any functions.   

 

 
Create Budget – Current Budgets 

 

Edit Button 

This button enables the user to edit the budget for the indicated business unit or group. 

 

Excel Button 

This exports the budget as an Microsoft Excel file or Comma-Separated Value (CSV) spreadsheet. 

 

Delete Button 

This button deletes the budget. 

 

NOTE:  The budget must not have any active capital expenditures prior to deletion. 

 

Allocate Capital for Business Units 

Here the user may allocate capital and/or budgets for individual business units.  The budgets are annual; 

however, the allocation may be spread over multiple years. 
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Allocate Capital for Business Units 

 

Year 

Here the user may select the calendar format of their business unit/organization.  Valid options are fiscal 

calendar (the fiscal year beginning and ending are offset from a traditional calendar year) and traditional 

calendar, which begins on January 1 and ends on December 31. 

 

Number of Years 

This is the number of years that the allocation of capital will span. 

 

Update Settings Button 

This will save the Year and Number of Years fields. 

 

Total Available Allocation 

This is the entire amount that can be allocated to the business units listed below. 

 

Specified Year 

This is the year for the budget being allocated. 

 

Allocate Group 

Clicking this button causes the system to highlight budget groupings including child business units. 
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Create a New Sub-Budget Button 

This creates a new budget within a business unit that draws funds from the master budget.  The purpose 

must be defined if the budget is for a capex request, project, or envelope. 

 

 
Create a New Sub-Budget 

 

Sub-Budget Name 

This is the name of the sub-budget. 

 

Purpose 

This is the primary purpose of the sub-budget (i.e. what the funds will be used for). 

 

Note:  If the purpose is a capex request, project, or envelope, the purpose must be defined. 

 

Description/Notes 

This is a description of the sub-budget.  Any important information should be included here. 

 

Manage Your Budgets 

This page provides a listing of all of the budgets, the name of the expense, their expense type, the family 

of accounts that they belong to, name of the sub-account, and the budget year. 
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Manage Your Budgets 

 

Show Budget Tab 

This page provides a listing of all of the budgets, the name of the expense, their expense type, the family 

of accounts that they belong to, name of the sub-account, and the budget year. 

 

 
Manage Your Budgets 

 

Choose a Master Budget 

This drop-down provides a method of filtering the expenses and budgets to display only the child items 

of the selected master budget. 

 

Track Budget 

In this tab, the user may compare the actual consumption versus the amount that was budgeted so that 

the user can see the difference between the two values. 

 

 
Manage Your Budgets – Track Budget 
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Actual 

This is the actual consumption of the budget.  This value should be the amount of cash that has been 

already spent on this expense. 

 

Actual vs. Budgeted 

In this tab, the user may compare the actual consumption versus the amount that was budgeted so that 

the user can see the difference between the two values. 

 

 

 
Manage Your Budgets – Actual vs. Budgeted 

 

Worksheet 

This worksheet provides a detailed method to quickly enter budget information including the expenses, 

family of accounts, account type, account number, name, sub-account information, amortization data, 

category, reason, and budget year. 

 

NOTE:  If auto-save is disabled, all unsaved data will appear in bold.  Once saved, the font weight returns 

to normal. 

 

 
Worksheet Part 1 
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Save Button 

If auto-save is disabled this button will save the budget to the server. 

 

Show 

This enables the user to filter the view of normal expenses, major expenses, or capital expenditures. 

 

Add New Row Button 

Clicking this button adds a new row to the budget.  There the user may specify an expense or capital 

expenditure. 

 

Export Button 

This button enables the user to export the worksheet into a Microsoft Excel or a Comma-Separated 

Value (CSV) spreadsheet. 

 

Import Button 

This button enables the user to import a worksheet from a Microsoft Excel or a Comma-Separated Value 

(CSV) spreadsheet. 

 

Currency Precision 

This control determines how many zeroes appear in the listed values.  For example, if every value in the 

budget is in the thousands, it might make sense and be easier to read if three zeroes were removed.  

The user would see, “All numbers in thousands,” and for a value of $1,000,000 it would appear as 

$1,000. 

 

Show Decimals 

This control enables or disables the display of decimal values. Generally, budgets do not need that level 

of precision. 

 

Show Currency 

This control enables or disables the visibility of the currency unit such as ‘$’, ‘€’, or ‘¥’. 

 

Sub-budget 

This is the name of the sub-budget.  A sub-budget draws its capital/money from the master budget 

(current budget). 

 

Expense Type 

This is the expense type.  Valid options are capital expenditure, major expense, or normal expense. 

 

Family of Accounts 

This is the family of accounts that the budget item is counted as.  Families of accounts are specified in 

the [Chart of Accounts]. 
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Account Type 

This is the type of account.  The account type can be any internal designation that the accounting 

department chooses to use to describe the function of the account. 

 

Account Number 

This is the internal accounting account number. 

 

Name of Account 

This is the internal accounting name of the account. 

 

Sub-account Number 

This is the internal accounting department specified sub-account number (if applicable). 

 

Name of Sub-account 

This is the internal accounting department specified sub-account name (if applicable). 

 

Amortization 

This total amount of the capital expenditure is what is being financed through a loan.  By default, the 

system assumes that the entire amount is amortized. 

 

Expense Category 

This is the primary function of the account.  Valid options are: 

 

 Building – Daily operations of the building or the organization 

 Production – Used to produce a good or a service 

 Specialty equipment – [not sure] 

 Other – Any expense that does not fit into the preceding categories 
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Worksheet Part 2 

 

Reason 

This is the justification of the expense.  This must be a business need such as maintenance, sales growth, 

improve efficiency, replacement, legislative requirement, or other. 

 

Month 

The expenditure occurs on this month.  Valid options are January through December. 

 

Name of Expense 

This is the name of the expenditure. 

 

Expense Description 

This is a short description of the expenditure. 

 

Allotment 

This is the amount of money that has been allotted to this budget item. 

 

Capital Acquisition Request (CAR)  
This section is where the user can create a capital acquisition request to request funding from their 

organization to achieve a specific purpose.  Depending upon the level of funding and the purpose that 

that requires the funding, there might be several levels of approvals required from the organizational 

chart (often determined by capital request amount). 

 

Once the user has filed a CapEx request, it is sent to the appropriate approving officers for approval.  

They have the option to either approve or reject.  If any individual rejects the CapEx request, it is sent 

back to the user for modification and potential resubmittal.  If the CapEx request is approved, the user 
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may then create a budget or series of budgets for the funding approved through the CapEx request 

process. 

 

Create New CapEx Request 

In this section, the user may create a capital expenditure request.  The user should be as detailed as 

possible and highlight how the CapEx will allow the project (or need) to develop real value for the 

organization beyond the costs of the capital allocated for the project. 

 

 
Create New Capital Expense Request 

 

CapEx Type 

This indicates whether the capital expenditure is a stand-alone capex or if it is part of an envelope or 

project. 

 

CapEx Request Name 

This is the name/title of the capital expenditure.  This appears in the system lists and at the top of the 

capital expenditure documents. 

 

Description 

This is a description of the capital expenditure such as what is required, why the capital expenditure is 

necessary, and what the expected result of the capital expenditure will be. 
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Reason for CapEx 

This is a more detailed outline of why the capital expenditure is necessary. 

 

Manage Reasons 

This is the primary reason that the user is requesting the capital allocation.  Almiranta provides a default 

list of reasons to choose.  The user may also specify custom reasons. 

 

Business Unit 

This is the business unit that will receive the funds allocated to the capital expenditure and implement 

the project outlined. 

 

Is this request already budgeted? 

This indicates whether a budget has already been allocated for the capital expenditure prior to the 

capital expenditure request being made. 

 

Start Creating Your CapEx Request Button 

This creates the capital expenditure request and then redirects the user to another screen to collect 

additional information. 

 

Continue on a Previously Saved CapEx Request 

This section contains a list of CapEx requests that were initiated but never completed.  Here the user 

may open the CapEx request up and continue where they left off in their previous session. 

 

 
Continue on a Previously Saved CapEx Request 

 

Name 

This is the name of the capital expenditure 

 

View CapEx Approval Panel Button 

This opens the capital expenditure approval panel where the user may see which approvers have 

already authorized the capital expenditure and which approvers have yet you authorize. 

 

Track CapEx Button 

Clicking this button redirects the user to the [Track Capital Expenditure] page. 
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Delete CapEx Button 

This button deletes the capital expenditure and removes it from the system. 

 

Note:  Only capital expenditures that have not been approved can be removed. 

 

Worksheet 

The worksheet contains a list of tabs that the user must iterate through and complete before the CapEx 

request can be sent to the approving officers for approval based upon the organization chart and 

approval settings.  

 

General Information 

This tab contains basic information such as the CapEx name, reason, description, and the originating 

business unit. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure – General Information 

 

CapEx Request Name 

This is the name/title of the capital expenditure.  This appears in the system lists and at the top of the 

capital expenditure documents. 

 

Description 

This is a description of the capital expenditure such as what is required, why the capital expenditure is 

necessary, and what the result of the capital expenditure will be. 
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Reason for CapEx 

This is a more detailed outline of why the capital expenditure is necessary. 

 

Manage Reasons 

This adds another justification for the capital expenditure. 

 

Pro Tip:  A capital expenditure should solve a business need. 

 

Business Unit 

This is the business unit that will receive the funds allocated to the capital expenditure and implement 

the project outlined in the capital expenditure. 

 

Detailed Information 

This tab is a continuation of the basic information gathering from the [general information] tab.  This tab 

collects the following:  Amount, id, priority, and alternatives considered. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure – Detailed Information 

 

Amount Requested 

This is the amount of capital requested as part of the capital expenditure.  This amount is what the user 

believes will be required to achieve the goal or objective that the capital expenditure is set aside to 

achieve. 

 

Request Number 

This is an internal request number that the user can assign. 
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Suggest Button 

The suggest button generates a request number for the user automatically. 

 

Priority Level 

This is the user perceived priority level (importance) of the capital expenditure.  Priority levels can be 

configured in the [General Settings > Priority Levels section]. 

 

Note:  The level of importance that a user in a business unit places on a capital expenditure might be 

different from the level of importance an executive places on a capital expenditure; therefore, they might 

re-prioritize the capital expenditure. 

 

Alternatives Considered 

These alternatives to the capital expenditure are what the user considered before creating the capital 

expenditure request. 

 

Envelope/Project Details 

This tab gathers project information from the user such as when the project is scheduled to begin and 

end, as well as if the project is expected to generate any savings from energy through equipment 

acquisitions, reductions, or scheduling changes. 

 

Pro Tip:  This section integrates well with EnExPlan, CapExPlan’s sister module/software.  The user can 

use EnExPlan to track energy usage, savings, wastage, and many other analysis and reports. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure – Project Details 
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Anticipated Project Start 

This is the anticipated commencement date of the project that the capital expenditure is allocated. 

 

Anticipated Project End 

This is the anticipated conclusion date of the project that the capital expenditure is allocated. 

 

Anticipated Annual Savings 

This annual savings or cost reduction that will be the result of the capital expenditure. 

 

This value includes / excludes anticipated energy savings 

If the user selects “Includes,” then the value provided by the user is expected to already include any 

energy savings that would be derived from the result of the capital expenditure.  If the user selects 

“excludes,” then the user will have the opportunity to enumerate the expected energy savings below. 

 

Anticipated Reduction in Energy 

If the capital expenditure is energy related and will affect recurring utility bills, then the user should 

indicate it here.  If the user is subscribed to both CapExPlan and EnExPlan (Energy Expert Plan), they will 

get the additional benefit of in-depth analysis and reporting on these savings. 

 

Energy Type 

This is the energy type or power source that will be reduced through the derived result of the capital 

expenditure.  Valid options are electric, gas, oil, fuel, propane, and diesel. 

 

Reduction 

This is the amount or quantity of energy that has been reduced to produce a savings or cost reduction. 

 

Units 

The energy reduction is measured in this unit.  Valid units are kilowatt-hour, [mbtu], gigajoule, and 

dollar. 

 

Per 

The savings are measured in this timeframe.  Valid options are month and year. 

 

Add Line Item Button 

This saves the energy reduction entry and provides another blank row so that the user may input 

another energy reduction/savings entry. 
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Grants 

The grants tab enables the user to keep track of the different grants that they have received and/or 

have been promised from third parties to offset the CapEx requirement. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure - Grants 

 

Are there any grants associated with this CapEx Request 

If the user selects “yes,” then they may then input the information relating to the grant.  If the answer is 

“no” or “unknown at this stage”, the user will not be prompted to input additional information. 

 

Grant Type 

Depending on the organization providing the grant, they sometimes give them for very specific reasons.  

Therefore, they must be applied to a budget specifically allocated for that purpose.  In this field, the user 

may select the type or purpose.  Valid types are energy savings, research and development, 

improvement, job creation, or other. 

 

Amount 

This is the amount of the grant. 

 

Date 

This is the date that the grant was approved by the issuing organization. 

 

Add Line Item Button 

This saves the grant entry and provides another blank row so that the user may input another grant 

entry. 
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Financial Details 

The financial details tab enables the user to keep track of the fiscal year applied to the CapEx request, 

the return on investment (if any) expected from the CapEx, and the amortization information used to 

finance the CapEx request. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure – Financial Details 

 

Fiscal Year Start Date 

This is the start date of the fiscal year for the user’s organization.  Businesses often have their fiscal year 

start at a different date than the calendar year so that the organization’s interests are not jumbled with 

employees’ personal interests at the start of the calendar year. 

 

Fiscal Year 

This is a one-year range (e.g. 2012/2013). 

 

Is there a return on the expense 

If the user selects “yes,” they may then input the information relating to the return on investment below. 

 

Is the capital expense amortized 

If the user selects “yes,” they may then input the loan information/liability below. 
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Discount Rate 

A discount rate is the percentage on top of the capital outlaid by the organization that they expect in 

return.  For example (simple calculation), if the organization spends $100,000 and sets a 40% discount 

rate, they would expect $140,000 in return.  The previous example does not factor time into the 

calculation.  Money spent today is worth more than money spent tomorrow.  Therefore, if the capital 

expenditure takes more than a year, we have to do a time-series calculation and produce either a Net 

Present Value (NPV) or an Internal Rate of Return (IRR). 

 

Default System Calculated Value 

This calculates the discount rate based on what the user has indicated in the [General Settings]. 

 

Capital Expenditure Amount (or total expense) 

This is the amount of capital requested as part of the capital expenditure.  This amount is what the user 

believes will be required to achieve the goal or objective that the capital expenditure is set aside to 

achieve. 

 

Default System Calculated Value 

This is, by default, the entire value of the capital expenditure. 

 

Period 

This is the number of years and months that it will take to produce a positive NPV/IRR.  This does NOT 

represent the period required to consume the capital expenditure. 

 

Total project savings for the entire period 

This is the total expected project savings for the entire period specified above. 

 

Default System Calculated Value 

This value is the anticipated annual savings multiplied by the period specified above. 

 

Net Present Value (NPV) 

The NPV of a time series of cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, is defined as the sum of the present 

values (PVs) of the individual cash flows of the same entity. 

 

Each cash inflow/outflow is discounted back to its present value (PV).  Then they are summed.  

Therefore, NPV is the sum of all terms, 

 

 
 

Where: 
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t - The time of the cash flow 

i - The discount rate (the rate of return that could be earned on an investment in the financial markets 

with similar risk.); the opportunity cost of capital 

 

- - The net cash flow (the amount of cash, inflow minus outflow) at time t.  For educational purposes,  

 - Is commonly placed to the left of the sum to emphasize its role as (minus) the investment. 

 

The result of this formula is multiplied with the Annual Net cash in-flows and reduced by Initial Cash 

outlay the present value but in cases where the cash flows are not equal in amount, then the previous 

formula will be used to determine the present value of each cash flow separately.  Any cash flow within 

12 months will not be discounted for NPV purposes. 

 

Given the (period, cash flow) pairs ( , ) where is the total number of periods, the net present 

value is given by: 

 

 
 

Reference:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value 

 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

The internal rate of return (IRR) or economic rate of return (ERR) is a rate of return used in capital 

budgeting to measure and compare the profitability of investments.  The term internal refers to the fact 

that its calculation does not incorporate environmental factors (e.g., the interest rate or inflation). 

 

 
 

Where is considered the th approximation of the IRR. 

This can be found to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. 

 

Reference:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_rate_of_return 

 

Simple Payback 

The simple payback period is the number of years of cash flows that it will take to recoup the capital 

expenditure. 

 

Note:  Payback period does not take the time-value of money into account. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_rate_of_return
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Amortization Amount 

This total amount of the capital expenditure is what is being financed through a loan.  By default, the 

system assumes that the entire amount is amortized. 

 

Amortization Type 

The amortization type determines how depreciation is calculated. 

 

Linear (Straight-line) 

Straight-line depreciation is the simplest and most-often-used technique, in which the company 

estimates the salvage value of the asset at the end of the period during which it will be used to generate 

revenues (useful life) and will expense a portion of original cost in equal increments over that period.  

The salvage value is an estimate of the value of the asset at the time it will be sold or disposed of; it may 

be zero or even negative.  Salvage value is also known as scrap value or residual value. 

 

 

 
 

Reference:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depreciation#Straight-line_depreciation 

 

Digressive (Declining-balance) 

Declining balance method of depreciation is a type of accelerated depreciation in which the amount of 

depreciation that is charged to an asset declines over time.  In other words, more depreciation is 

charged in the beginning of the lifetime and less is charged during the end. 

 

Why is more depreciation charged in the beginning?  The reason is that assets are usually more 

productive when they are new and their productivity declines continuously.  This means that in the early 

years of their lifetime, they will be generating more revenue as compared to revenue generated in later 

years of their life.  Now, according to the matching principle of accounting, we should depreciate more 

of the asset's cost in early years to match the depreciation expense with the revenue earned by the use 

of the asset. 

 

Declining balance depreciation is calculated by the following formula: 

 

Depreciation = Depreciation Rate × Book Value of Asset 
 

Reference:  http://accountingexplained.com/financial/non-current-assets/declining-balance-

depreciation 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depreciation#Straight-line_depreciation
http://accountingexplained.com/financial/non-current-assets/declining-balance-depreciation
http://accountingexplained.com/financial/non-current-assets/declining-balance-depreciation
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Does the rule of half amortization for the first year apply 

This rule limits the amount of depreciation that the user can claim to six (6) months.  This is an 

accounting rule that is enforced through legislation.  Please check with your local laws to see if you are 

required to utilize this rule. 

 

Attachments 

In this tab, the user may upload attachments containing useful information pertaining to the CapEx 

request.  These attachments are not processed in any way by the system and are solely intended as 

reference materials provided by the user to the signatories. 

 

 
Create Capital Expenditure – Upload Attachment 

 

File 

This is the path and filename of the file that the user intends to upload, stored locally on the user’s 

machine. 

 

Attachment Type 

This is the category or type of the attachment.  This has no impact on the system, and the user solely 

uses it for sorting.  Valid options are drawings, bids (tenders/offers), detailed business plan, Gant chart, 

or other. 

 

Description 

The user must set this description (either detailed or summary) of the file during upload. 
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Upload Attachment Button 

This button finalizes the attachment process and uploads the file to the remote system. 

 

Approvals 

This tab notifies the user who must approve the capital expenditure before it will receive a budget 

allocation and be ready for disbursement. 

 

 
Approvals 

 

Budget Summary 

This tab gathers basic budget information from the user such as the total annual budget and total 

amount spent. 
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Create Capital Expenditure – Budget Summary 

 

Total annual CapEx budget for this business unit 

This is the total annual budget for the capital expenditure.  If the duration of the project derived from 

the capital expenditure is at or less than one year, this value, and the total capital expenditure amount 

will be the same. 

 

Total amount spent up to this date for this business unit 

This total amount is what has already been consumed of the annual capital expenditure budget. 

 

Amount left to spend for the year, for this business unit 

This remainder of the amount allocated is what has yet to be consumed of the capital expenditure. 

 

Use This Value Button 

This budget aligns the three items above with the amounts specified in the budget. 

 

Project Summaries 

In this tab, the user may download Microsoft Office Excel Spreadsheets (XLS) that contain detailed 

information about the project based upon the data that the user has entered. 
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Create Capital Expenditure – Project Summary 

 

Do you want to create the financial analysis 

If the user selects “yes,” the system will provide more fields so that the user can provide the input 

required for the system to produce a financial analysis in Microsoft Office Excel Spreadsheet (XLS) 

format. 

 

Length of Analysis 

This is the length of the analysis in months. 

 

Starting Month 

The financial analysis will commence from this calendar month.  The user may click on the calendar icon 

to the right of the input field to begin selecting a month. 

 

Finalize this CapEx 

This tab contains the button that the user may click to finalize the CapEx request and submit it to the list 

of approvers/signatories. 
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Create Capital Expenditure – Finalize CapEx Request 

 

Finalize and send to list of approvers button 

Clicking this button will finalize the capital expenditure request and then send it to the first signatory on 

the approvals list for approval and sign-off.  If the signatory does not approve, they will send the request 

back with an attached reason or pre-requisite. 

 

CapEx Summary 

This tab contains a summary of all of the tabs in this CapEx request that the user has supplied data for. 
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Create Capital Expenditure – CapEx Summary 

 

CapEx Approval Process 
This page enables the user to view CapEx requests that they have initiated, that are waiting for their 

approval, and/or will be requiring their approval in the future. 

 

 
CapEx Approval Process 
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View CapEx Approval Panel Button 

Clicking this button opens the [CapEx Approval Panel]. 

 

View Track CapEx Panel Button 

Clicking this button opens the [Track CapEx Panel]. 

 

Delete CapEx Button 

Clicking this button deletes the capital expenditure request.  Users may only delete capital expenditures 

that have not yet already been completely approved (by all approvers) and none of the amount 

allocated for the capital expenditure may have been spent. 

 

Complete CapEx that are Awaiting Final Approval 

This is a list of CapEx requests that are, based on the amount of funds requested, awaiting approval 

from the required signatories. 

 

Name of CapEx 

This is the name or title of the capital expenditure request. 

 

CapEx Requests Awaiting Your Approval 

If the user is a signatory (person who is designated as an approval level for a specific amount); they will 

see CapEx requests that are awaiting their approval in this section. 

 

Name of CapEx 

This is the name or title of the capital expenditure request. 

 

CapEx Requests that you have Permission to Administer 

This list contains CapEx requests that the user has the ability to add/manage budgets and gather/run 

analysis and reports. 

 

Name of CapEx 

This is the name or title of the capital expenditure request. 

 

 

Track CapEx 
The track CapEx sections enables the user to track the progress of active CapEx requests.  Active CapEx 

requests are CapEx requests that have not yet been closed out and still have an allotment of funds to 

them.  Users may also track CapEx requests that have been submitted for approval, but have not yet 
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been approved. 

 

CapEx requests that have not been finalized do not appear on this list. 

 

 
Track Capital Expenditures 

 

CapEx Request Portfolio 

This tab contains a list of all CapEx requests that the user has permission and/or sufficient access to act. 

 

 
CapEx Request Portfolio 
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View Full Details Button 

This displays the current portfolio item in the panel located on the right side of the screen.  The 

information includes the originator (user who created the capex request), amount requested, tracked 

expenditures, remaining (unspent) balance, and various other administrative information. 

 

Add More Expenses to this Envelope 

Clicking this button opens the [Manage Your CapEx Requests Worksheet]. 

 

Worksheet 

This worksheet enables the user to input expenses onto the capital expenditure request.  This reduces 

the amount of budget remaining and allocates it for the expense indicated by the user. 

 

 
Track CapEx – Worksheet 

 

Item 

This is a short description of the expense. 

 

Date 

This opens a calendar popup that allows the user to select a date that the expense is expected to be 

consumed or was consumed. 

 

Cost/Engaged Amount 

This is the amount of budget/capital to allocate to the expense. 

 

Add Expense Button 

Clicking this button finalizes the expense addition process and adds the expense to the list below and 

subtracts the amount from the remaining budget. 

 

Save and Exit Button 

Clicking this saves the capex and returns the user to the portfolio of envelopes, projects, and capital 

expenditures. 
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Save and Close CapEx Button 

Closes the capital expenditure so that no additional modifications are allowed.  Once a capital 

expenditure has been closed, the user may no longer modify it in any way. 

 

Request Increased Funds Button 

Clicking this opens a panel that empowers the user to request additional capital for the capital 

expenditure. 

 

View All CapEx by Status 
This screen sorts all of the CapEx requests by their status such as in-creation, waiting for approval, 

approved, active, etc. 

 

 
View All CapEx Requests by Status 

 

Edit Button 

Clicking this link opens the capital expenditure request in the [create a capital request] component with 

the fields already propagated with existing values. 

 

View Approval Process Button 

Clicking this link opens up the capital expenditure in the [capital expenditure approval panel]. 

 

Track this CapEx Button 

Clicking this link opens up the capital expenditure in the [track capital expenditure worksheet]. 

 

Evaluate Investment Options 
This section enables the user to create financial analysis templates.  The user may use this to analyze 

existing financial situations or may simulate possible financial scenarios. 
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Evaluate Investment Options – Financial Analysis 

 

Build New Template 

In this tab, the user may create a template that will be used when the user inputs their data into the 

[Worksheet].  For example, on the template, the user should input all of the types of calculations that 

should be considered in the financial analysis. 

 

 
Evaluate Investment Options – Build New Template 
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Template Name 

This field is where the user must input the name of the template. 

 

Save this Template 

This saves the current template into the system for future retrieval by the user. 

 

Open Blank Template 

This creates a new template that does not have any data. 

 

Enter Field Name 

This is the name of the field describing the values in the field to the right. 

 

Note:  This can be either text or a numerical value. 

 

Chosen Field Format 

This contains either a function or value from the list of field options. 

 

Input Field 

This allows for a text or numerical entry and is subject to future processing by the script. 

 

Heading 

This indicates that this entry is a section header.  The value stored here is for labeling purposes only and 

is not processed in the script or formulas. 

 

Add 

This function allows for the addition of one or more fields. 

 

Subtract 

This function allows for the subtraction of one or more fields. 

 

Multiplication 

This function allows for the multiplication of one or more fields. 

 

Division 

This function allows for the division of one or more fields. 

 

Multiply by Sales Tax Rate 

This may only appear once in the worksheet.  Once selected, you must click on another cell to indicate 

that the selected cell will be multiplied by the sales tax and then displayed in the originating cell. 

 

Pro Tip:  This is usually found towards the bottom of the template. 
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Multiply by Income Tax Rate 

This may only appear once in the worksheet.  Once selected, you must click on another cell to indicate 

that the selected cell will be multiplied by the income tax and then displayed in the originating cell. 

 

Pro Tip:  This is usually found towards the bottom of the template. 

 

Edit this Template 

This button opens the template in [worksheet] mode. 

 

Load this Template into Your Workspace 

This button loads the template into the active workspace. 

 

CAUTION!:  This deletes any existing unsaved data that you have in the workspace. 

 

Delete this Template 

This button deletes the template and removes it from the system. 

 

Worksheet 

The worksheet uses the template that the user created in the [Build New Template] tab and enables the 

user to populate it with data.  Once completed, the system will output the results of the financial 

analysis. 
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Evaluate Investment Options – Worksheet 

 

Choose Template to Load 

This is a list of saved templates.  The user must select a saved template before proceeding.  Once a 

template has been selected, they may start inputting data based on the template. 

 

Length of Report 

This is the duration of the report in months. 

 

Starting Date 

This is the starting date of the report.  If the user selects the calendar icon to the right of the field, they 

will be able to select a date from a pop-out calendar that appears. 

 

Income Tax Rate 

This is the income tax rate that will be used in the worksheet calculations where provided for in the 

template. 
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Sales Tax Rate 

This is the sales tax rate that will be used in the worksheet calculations where provided for in the 

template. 

 

Worksheet 

The user may enter either text or numerical values depending upon the field type specified in the 

template.  Once the user has inputted all of the required data and filled out all of the fields, they may 

choose to save the form. 

 

Manage Envelopes and Projects 
This page provides an overview of the existing envelopes and projects displayed as an organization 

structure or a branching tree.  It also displays the capital expenditures that are part of each envelope 

and project. 

 

 
Manage Envelopes and Projects 
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Select Project/Envelope 

If the user clicks on an envelope, project, or capital expenditure, a popup is displayed that highlights the 

requested amount, approval status, detailed description, current tracked expense amount (amount 

already consumed), the responsible business unit, and various other metrics. 

 

Reports 
The reports menu provides a set of tools and processes that the user can use on their existing data such 

as generate reports, graphs, statistics, and analysis.  From this menu, the user can examine their 

portfolio and track their capital expenditures, budgets, and investments. 

 

 
Reports Menu 

 

Reporting Tools 
The reports menu includes tools that provide overviews of the assets, capital expenditures, budgets, etc. 

under the user’s control.  This includes benchmarking, a scorecard, and a customizable dashboard that 

the user can specify which indicators outputs are displayed. 
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Dashboard 

The dashboard is a customizable Heads-Up Display (HUD) that enables the user to track one or more 

metrics at the same time by allowing specific reports to be ran periodically and then rendered on the 

dashboard.  The user may select which reports that the dashboard displays. 

 

 
Reporting Tools – Dashboard 

 

Spent Analysis 
This analysis provides an in-depth look at the expenditures that have consumed the budget and capital 

allotment.  The user may choose to break the report down into one or more business units, specify a 

reason, and timeframe. 
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Spent Analysis 

 

Track CapEx Link 

Clicking this link will take the user to the [track capital expenditure component] where they can track 

the approval process and various other data. 

 

Business Unit 

The user has the option to perform the analysis only on this business unit or all of the children of this 

business unit.  By selecting this and the subsequent “Limit to” option, the user can generate an analysis 

limited in scope. 

 

Reason 

This limits the scope of the capital expenditure requests to specific reasons such as maintenance, sales 

growth, improved efficiency, replacement, legislative requirements, or other 

 

Timeframe 

This is the timeframe to include in the analysis.  Possible options are past year, past number of years, 

past number of months, past number of quarters, or a custom timeframe. 

 

Ending 

This is the specific end date of the analysis.  The analysis is calculated using the end date as a starting 

point and then going backwards based upon the timeframe. 

 

Generate Report 

This button generates the analysis using the parameters that the user provided above. 
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Limit to 

This option enables the user to generate a report for only this business unit or for all of the children 

(sub-departments, etc.) of the business unit. 

 

Only this Business Unit 

If the user chooses to limit the analysis to this business unit, parent, and children business units will not 

be considered in the analysis.  Additionally, any budgets allocated for child units will not be factored in 

or included in this analysis. 

 

All Children of this Business Unit 

If the user chooses to include all children of this business unit, all children of this business unit are 

considered and included in this analysis. 

 

Forecasts/Actual 
This report provides a comparison between actual spent amounts and the forecasted expenditures.  This 

provides a GAP Analysis between the forecasted budget/expenditures and the actual consumption.  

Using this analysis, a user may reduce the difference between the forecasted and actual values. 

 

 
Forecasts/Actual 

 

Choose Business Units 

In this section, the user may select which business units are to be included in the report. 

 

Graph Display 

The only option available is “Separate Business Units.” 

 

Generate Report 

Clicking this button will generate the report using the information that the user has supplied above. 
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Budget per Business Unit 
This report provides an aggregate budget amount broken down into one or more business units 

depending upon the selection of the user.  This enables a user to get a very quick glance of the budgets 

of individual business units and/or their departments/divisions/groups. 

 

 
Budget Per Business Unit 

 

Report Output 

This is actually the chart output type.  Valid options are histogram, pie chart, and table. 

 

Start Year 

This starting year budget will be reported. 

 

How Many Years to Report 

This is how many years of budgets will be included in the report starting from the starting year. 

 

Select the Business Units You Want to View on Your Report 

Here the user may select all of the business units that they wish to include in their report. 

 

Select All Business Units 

Clicking this will cause all of the business units to be selected. 

 

Ongoing Projects 
This report displays all capital expenditures, projects, and envelopes that are either approved or closed.  

It does not show capital expenditures, projects, or envelopes that are awaiting approval or that have not 

been submitted for approval. 
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Ongoing Projects 

 

Edit/Remove Filter 

This removes the filter from the report and reduces the precision of the report. 

 

Drag/Sort Column Order 

This enables the user to sort the columns so that the values display in the order of the user’s preference. 

 

Amount Spent per Reason 
This report provides aggregate amounts spent broken down into one or more reasons depending upon 

the selection of the user.  This enables a user to get a very quick glance of the amounts spent of any 

number of reasons. 

 

 
Amount Spent Per Reason 

 
Track CapEx Link 

Clicking this link will take the user to the [track capital expenditure component] where the can track the 

approval process and various other data. 

 

Business Unit 

The user has the option to perform the analysis only on this business unit or all of the children of this 
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business unit.  By selecting this and the subsequent “Limit to” option, the user can generate an analysis 

limited in scope. 

 

Reason 

This limits the scope of the capital expenditure requests to specific reasons such as maintenance, sales 

growth, improved efficiency, replacement, legislative requirements, or other 

 

Timeframe 

This is the timeframe to include in the analysis.  Possible options are past year, past number of years, 

past number of months, past number of quarters, or a custom timeframe. 

 

Ending 

This is the specific end date of the analysis.  The analysis is calculated using the end date as a starting 

point and then going backwards based upon the timeframe. 

 

Generate Report 

This button generates the analysis using the parameters that the user provided above. 

 

Limit to 

This option enables the user to generate a report for only this business unit or for all of the children 

(sub-departments, etc.) of the business unit. 

 

Only this Business Unit 

If the user chooses to limit the analysis to this business unit, parent, and children business units will not 

be considered in the analysis.  Additionally, any budgets allocated for child units will not be factored in 

or included in this analysis. 

 

All Children of this Business Unit 

If the user chooses to include all children of this business unit, all children of this business unit are 

considered and included in this analysis. 

 

Combine Reasons 

If the user chooses to combine the reasons, the reasons will not be enumerated and will instead be 

represented as a single unit on the chart.  If the user chooses to not combine the reasons, they will be 

enumerated and represented by individual units on the chart. 

 

Show Combined 

If the user chooses to combine the reasons, the information is displayed in an aggregated format. 

 

Pro Tip:  This shows the status in a quick and easy to understand read-out. 
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Show Separated 

If the user chooses to separate the reasons, the information is displayed in an itemized format enabling 

the user to examine in detail the analysis of spent items. 

 

Payback Period 
The payback period is the time that it takes to recoup an investment or a capital expenditure.  This is 

how many years it takes to break even. 

 

Pro Tip:  The Payback Period treats all money over time as equal; however, the value of money decreases 

over time and money spent now is always worth more than money spent later as money spent now 

provides an immediate benefit.  Therefore, it is important for the user to consider a time-value series of 

analysis tools such as Net Present Value (NPV) or Internal Rate of Return (IRR), which calculate whether 

an investment is/was worth it depending upon the returns and time. 

 

 
Average Payback Period 

 

Timeframe 

The report shall encompass this period.  Valid options are past year, past # of years, past # of months, 

past # of quarters, and custom timeframe. 

 

Ending 

This is the end date of the report. 

 

Display Data 

Each bar on the chart shall represent this value.  Valid options are monthly, quarterly, or yearly. 

 

Choose Business Units 

This toggle determines whether all business units in the user’s organization will be included in the report 

or only select business units.  If the user chooses select business units, they may select them below in 

the choose business units section. 
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Graph Display 

If the user selects to combine all business units, the business units will be displayed in an aggregated 

format.  If the user chooses to separate business units, the business units will be displayed in an 

itemized format providing specific data to the user. 

 

Generate Report Button 

Clicking this button will generate the report with the information supplied by the user. 

 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is a rate quantity and indicates the efficiency, quality, and/or yield of 

an investment.  The internal rate of return is often used to rate the desirability of investments, projects, 

or capital expenditures that yield a quantitative return on investment. 

 

 
Internal Rate of Return 

 

Choose Business Units 

This toggle determines whether all business units in the user’s organization will be included in the report 

or only select business units.  If the user chooses select business units, they may select them below in 

the choose business units section. 

 

Graph Display 

If the user selects to combine all business units, the business units will be displayed in an aggregated 

format.  If the user chooses to separate business units, the business units will be displayed in an 

itemized format providing specific data to the user. 

 

Generate Report Button 

Clicking this button will generate the report with the information supplied by the user. 
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Return on Investment (ROI) 
The Return on Investment (ROI) provides a ratio highlighting the gain or loss either expected or incurred 

from an investment. 

 

Pro Tip:  The Return on Investment treats all money over time as equal; however, the value of money 

decreases over time and money spent now is always worth more than money spent later as money spent 

now provides an immediate benefit.  Therefore, it is important for the user to consider a time-value 

series of analysis tools such as Net Present Value (NPV) or Internal Rate of Return (IRR), which calculate 

whether an investment is/was worth it depending upon the returns and time. 

 

 
Average Return on Investment (ROI) 

 

Timeframe 

The report shall encompass this period.  Valid options are past year, past # of years, past # of months, 

past # of quarters, and custom timeframe. 

 

Ending 

This is the end date of the report. 

 

Display Data 

Each bar on the chart shall represent this value.  Valid options are monthly, quarterly, or yearly. 

 

Select Business Units 

This toggle determines whether all business units in the user’s organization will be included in the report 

or only select business units.  If the user chooses select business units, they may select them below in 

the choose business units section. 

 

Graph Display 

If the user selects to combine all business units, the business units will be displayed in an aggregated 

format.  If the user chooses to separate business units, the business units will be displayed in an 

itemized format providing specific data to the user. 

 

Generate Report Button 

Clicking this button will generate the report with the information supplied by the user. 
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Net Present Value (NPV) 
The Net Present Value (NPV) is a time-value series that analyzes the value of an investment factoring in 

time and returns.  The net present value indicated the value or magnitude of an investment.  The net 

present value is often used to evaluate potential projects and/or investments along with the internal 

rate of return. 

 

 
Net Present Value (NPV) 

 

Timeframe 

The report shall encompass this period.  Valid options are past year, past # of years, past # of months, 

past # of quarters, and custom timeframe. 

 

Ending 

This is the end date of the report. 

 

Display Data 

Each bar on the chart shall represent this value.  Valid options are monthly, quarterly, or yearly. 

 

Select Business Units 

This toggle determines whether all business units in the user’s organization will be included in the report 

or only select business units.  If the user chooses select business units, they may select them below in 

the choose business units section. 

 

Graph Display 

If the user selects to combine all business units, the business units will be displayed in an aggregated 

format.  If the user chooses to separate business units, the business units will be displayed in an 

itemized format providing specific data to the user. 

 

Generate Report Button 

Clicking this button will generate the report with the information supplied by the user. 
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Library 
The library menu provides easy access to prior capital expenditures and budgets.  All current capital 

expenditures and budgets can be found from the Work menu. 

 

Search Past CapEx 
The search functionality enables the user to search all capital expenditures, projects, and envelopes for 

keywords, business units, dates, users, or amounts.  The search may additionally be filtered by 

unapproved projects/new projects, active projects, and/or closed projects. 

 

 
Search Past CapEx 

 

Search Parameters 

This enables the user to filter by keyword, business unit, date, user, and/or amount. 

 

Keyword 

The system should search for this keyword, business unit, date, user, or amount. 

 

Search Button 

Clicking this button executes the search using the user-specified data. 

 

Help 
The help section contains documentation and tools that assist the user in navigating the CapExPlan 

software. 
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Help Menu 

 

FOREX Rates 
This functionality is not yet available and will likely be removed in a future release. 

 

 
FOREX Rates 

 

Calculators 
Almiranta provides a set of financial calculators that the user may utilize for calculating amortization, 

payback period, and loans.  Almiranta also provides time-value of money calculators such as Internal 

Rate of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV). 
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Financial Calculators 

 

Amortization Schedule 

This is a table detailing each periodic payment on an amortizing loan.  Amortization is the process of 

paying off a debt over time through regular payments. 

 

 
Financial Calculators – Amortization Schedule 

 

Amortization Schedule for Fiscal Year 

This is the fiscal year for the user’s organization.  Businesses often have their fiscal year start at a 

different date than the calendar year so that the organization’s interests are not jumbled with 

employees’ personal interests at the start of the calendar year. 

 

Name 

The designation for each line item. 
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Year to Date Spending 

Amount spent so far for the current year. 

 

Year Amortization Begins 

This is the year that the amortization for the line item begins. 

 

Amortization Key 

Possible options are straight-line, declining balance, double declining balance, etc.  

 

Payback Period 

A simple payback is the number of payment periods it takes to pay back a debt.  A payback period does 

not take the time-value of money into consideration. 

 

 
Payback Period 

 

Capital Investment 

This is the amount invested or borrowed. 

 

Monthly Savings 

This is the amount recovered from the original debt. 

 

Installation Date 

This is the start date of the payback period. 
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Calculate Payback Period Button 

Clicking this finalizes the payback period calculation and outputs the results. 

 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

The internal rate of return (IRR) or economic rate of return (ERR) is a rate of return used in capital 

budgeting to measure and compare the profitability of investments.  The term internal refers to the fact 

that its calculation does not incorporate environmental factors (e.g., the interest rate or inflation). 

 

 
 

Where is considered the th approximation of the IRR. 

This can be found to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. 

 

Reference:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_rate_of_return 

 

 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

 

Number of Periods 

This is the number of time periods to factor into the IRR calculation. 

 

Start IRR Button 

This displays the IRR Schedule using the information supplied by the user. 

 

Cash Flow (period 1) 

This is the initial amount of capital outlaid.  It should always be a negative number since it was money 

that was spent or that was foregone to gain a future benefit. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_rate_of_return
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Cash Flow (subsequent periods) 

This is the subsequent cash flows.  They may be either positive or negative; however, a negative IRR 

indicates that a project is not feasible or advisable. 

 

Calculate Button 

This calculates the IRR using the information provided by the user. 

 

Net Present Value (NPV) 

The NPV of a time series of cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, is defined as the sum of the present 

values (PVs) of the individual cash flows of the same entity. 

 

Each cash inflow/outflow is discounted back to its present value (PV).  Then they are summed.  

Therefore, NPV is the sum of all terms, 

 

 
 

Where: 

 

t - The time of the cash flow 

i - The discount rate (the rate of return that could be earned on an investment in the financial markets 

with similar risk.); the opportunity cost of capital 

 

- - The net cash flow (the amount of cash, inflow minus outflow) at time t.  For educational purposes,  

 - Is commonly placed to the left of the sum to emphasize its role as (minus) the investment. 

 

The result of this formula is multiplied with the Annual Net cash in-flows and reduced by Initial Cash 

outlay the present value but in cases where the cash flows are not equal in amount, then the previous 

formula will be used to determine the present value of each cash flow separately.  Any cash flow within 

12 months will not be discounted for NPV purposes. 

 

Given the (period, cash flow) pairs ( , ) where is the total number of periods, the net present 

value is given by: 

 

 
 

Reference:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value
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Net Present Value (NPV) 

 

Number of Periods 

This is the number of time periods to factor into the IRR calculation. 

 

Discount Rate 

The discount rate or required return necessary for a project before management will consider approving 

it.  If the IRR returns a percentage lower than the cost of capital, the project will not be submitted for 

approval. 

 

Start IRR Button 

This displays the IRR Schedule using the information supplied by the user. 

 

Cash Flow (period 1) 

This is the initial amount of capital outlaid.  It should always be a negative number since it was money 

that was spent or that was foregone to gain a future benefit. 

 

Cash Flow (subsequent periods) 

This is the subsequent cash flows.  They may be either positive or negative; however, a negative IRR 

indicates that a project is not feasible or advisable. 

 

Calculate Button 

This calculates the IRR using the information provided by the user. 

 

Loan Calculator 

The loan calculator provides a breakdown of the loan amount, the total interest, the total payment for 

each period, principle amount, and payoff date.  It differs from the [Amortization Schedule] by providing 
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a breakdown of the remaining balance as well as where each payment is going. 

 

 
Loan Calculator 

 

Loan Amount 

This is the amount of money loaned out in exchange for the prescribed interest. 

 

Annual Interest (Percentage) Rate (APR) 

This is the total amount of interest that the loaning party receives each year for providing the loan to 

the borrow. 

 

Loan Term 

This is the entire term of the loan (from start to complete payoff). 

 

First Payment Date 

This is the date that the first loan payment is due. 

 

Calculate Loan Payments Button 

This calculates the loan payment information provided by the user. 
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